
Participant Question Text

Peter Krass Greetings, everyone, and thanks for joining us today. We'll be getting started at the top of the hour.

Lisa Ferrante

Good Afternoon! Thank you for joining us!

Alexander Stephens Looking forward to today's chat!

Lisa Ferrante

Good afternoon, we are just getting started. If you are just joining, please make sure to join the audio portion as 

well at 303-248-0285 code 4714241. Please also feel free to ask any questions as we go through the 

Bob Cheng where is the link to download slides?

Lisa Ferrante We will be sharing the slide and audio following todays chat!

kurt stanwick ok thank you

Scott Hutchens awesome thanks

Zareh Demirdjian Great

Greg Kwiatkowski Excellent

Dick Eden Hello

John Hennerberg cool

Sandy Zimmer Please have someone contact us regarding this HPC Data Center

Greg Kwiatkowski Very cool.

Shawn McNulty Please do send the slides out

Harlan Epstein Group pricing?

Milton Jones how do we get the slides?

Glen Miller Where can we get more info on the HPC training?

Lisa Ferrante

I will be sending out an email with the slides and audio recording for reference. 

Herb Burt Where do we go to become an Intel partner?

Sandy Zimmer

Is Intel going to be doing any ICC's in the future?  It was very beneficial as a partner to be able to meet in person 

with Intel engineers and work on the new server platforms etc.

Robert Mabry

For an IOT service provider, which Intel office would the best for us to reach out to?  We specialize in sewer 

credits for water cooled equipment - cooling towers, refrigeration systems, etc.

Lisa Ferrante

intel.com/technologyprovider.com

Lisa Ferrante

For more information on Intel Technology provider you can view that here:

http://techpartner.intel.com/bcf

Sandy Zimmer What about Intel Road Shows???

Scott Hutchens Is the product supplied by Intel or through distributor providers?



John Hennerberg I loved the Intel Road Shows!

Harlan Epstein thanks

Stan Tracy Me too

Glen Miller I agree! ICC's were great face-to-face...

Sandy Zimmer Our rep. is Dallas and we've expressed that to him as well, and our former ally has retired, Karl.

John Hennerberg Same here! Karl Retired! oh man! Good for him! Bummed for us!

Scott Hutchens ok thanks

Lisa Ferrante

Here are some additional links to learn more in each of the specialty areas:

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/resellers/reseller-collection.html

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/resellers/hpc-data-center-specialty-benefits.html

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/resellers/education-specialty-benefits-overview.html

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/resellers/iot-retail-solutions.html

Lisa Ferrante Visit us at: www.businesscomputeforum.com

John Hennerberg thx for the links

kurt stanwick yes thanks

Scott Hutchens agreed

Bob Cnheg What happened to Karlo?

Sandy Zimmer Thanks Blake for recognizing Karl!!  Hope he was logged in.

Sandy Zimmer Happy New Year everyone

Sheldon Krochmalnek Thanks


